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What do you want to build today?

How green do you want it to be?

	Preserving the water and the soil...




	The  products and brands of environmentally sound paving alternatives, equine or agricultural footing and flooring.
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    404 Error - document or web page not found.



            	You have accessed a web page that has been moved, changed, or renamed.

We apologize for the inconvenience.

Please use the menus above or below to assist you in navitating the ecoterr.com web site. Some basic information follows.

Special reguests:  please send us a request for assistance using the methods listed at our Contact page .


	Home  |  Contact  |    | |    | |  
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Waterway Erosion control

[image: VersiGrid soil stabilizing hoof stabili grid grass driveway and parking]

	

                                            	Green grass roads & streets, parking lots & walkways.

[image: ]Permanent, temporary or seasonal overflow parking.

[image: ]May be applied on top of existing turf.

[image: ]Protects roots from damage, reinforces sod and soil.

[image: ]Ecologically friendly - environmentally sound.

[image: ]Reduces or Eliminates Storm Water Runoff.
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Please, park on the grass.
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Driveways | Parking areas | Roads | Landscaping | Hillside erosion control | Family recreation areas | Public parking | Public gathering areas  | Sports fields & sidelines | Golf course cart paths and walkways | Waterway runoff protection | Temporary access over grass or mud | Construction sites staging | Landscaping | Lawn protection from foot or vehicle traffic | Flower beds | Walk paths and gateways


	



                                            	





Handicap compliant!

	Prevents erosion due to rainfall,  flooding, turbulence or traffic.

Reinforce ramparts, trenches, embankments, steep slopes, ramps and boat launches.
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Gravel roadways or parking lots

[image: ]Water permeable and pervious.

[image: ]Envrionmentally sound.

[image: ]No Ruts or potholes. Ever!

[image: ]No compaction or migration.

[image: ]Prevents surface compaction.
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:: as  diverse as nature itself.


	

                            	

Equestrian footing and flooring grid system

Proven Permanent Muddy Paddock Solutions

[image: VersiGrid soil stabilizing hoof stabili grid grass driveway and parking]

	For horse paddocks and runouts, equine barns and pasture shelters, stable and stall flooring, aisles and washing areas, anywhere hoof meets ground. 



No more mud. Ever! 

Providing perfect footing all year round, 365 days/ year.

[image: ]Loadbearing capacity up to 35 tons / square foot|

[image: ]remains flexible and elastic from -58 to +194 degrees

[image: ]Water permeable & pervious :: does not pool waste.

[image: ]Easy to install, easy to use, and healthy for your horse.  
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If horses dream, what horses dream of . . .
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all images, descriptions, text, or other media are protected by US and International Copyright Law.

~ All rights reserved. ~

May be reprinted by the clients, partners and customers 

This copyright information must remain on all copies, whether digital, print and/or hardcopy, broadcast, video, graphical images or any other media.
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